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Spectral Type
B A F G K M

Age (billions of years)

0.2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13.4

Solar Luminosity

0.04 0.1 1 10 57 100

Temperature (kelvins)
3,724 5,000 6,000 7,000 8,000 9,000 9,884 11,000

Solar Mass
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.6 3

Solar Radius
0.5 1 2 3.2 5 10

Some very massive stars that are 
at the end of their evolution expand 
in radius and become cooler, yet they 
remain quite massive and luminous.

Sun

A subsample of about 85,000 of Gaia’s nearest measured stars are shown here.  
Labels in red define the lower and upper 1–99 percent boundary:  

Values that fall out of that statistically common range are outliers; they zoom off to the left and right. 

Milky Way 
Census 

The Gaia satellite is 
making the most detailed 

and complete map of  
the stars in our galaxy 

After launching  to space in 2013, the 
European Space Agency’s Gaia telescope 
has been spinning in full circles every 
six hours, mapping all the stars it can 
see in every direction. Scientists re  cent
 ly released a new catalog of the mis
sion’s latest data, which includes mea
surements of the chemical composi
tions, temperatures, colors, masses, ages 
and speeds of almost two billion stars in 
the Milky Way. These data reveal typical 
trends for stars: The massive stars tend 
to be hot and young. Because they don’t 
live for long, the older massive stars will 
have died out by now. The smaller stars 
with lower masses live much longer, so 
we find them at every age, and they tend 
to be cooler and redder. 

Gaia’s observations help astrono
mers piece together our galaxy’s history 
and understand how it compares with 
others across the universe. “We are sit
ting inside the Milky Way,” says Timo 
Prusti, Gaia’s project scientist. “It’s like 
a  forest: you see lots of trees, but you 

don’t know what the forest looks like 
because you are inside. With Gaia, 

we are trying to measure all the 
trees so we can figure out 

what it looks like.” 

Each line represents a single star, color coded by spectral type. Spectral type is a 
stellar classification system based on a star’s temperature, which roughly correlates 
to color—hotter stars are blue, and cooler stars are red. The pathway each line takes 
shows where the star falls on measurements of various stellar characteristics.

Sirius A is the brightest 
star in our night sky.  
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Tracing Star Trends




